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BRUTALITY OFF THE FOOTB~fr Flii•

Report F~ta';Jlan Tried to Suppress
Report of Subcommittee of the Athletic Council
A subcommittee of the Athletic Council of the University
of New Mexico was assigned the task of investigating
allegations that certain coaches on the football team were
involved in excessive physical abuse of team members. The
subcommittee was composed of the following members: Matt
Cohen, student, Dr. Joseph Fashing, department of
sociology, and Dr. Thomas Baker, department of
microbiology, Chairman. This subcommittee has refrained
from making any final decisions on this matter and refers this
decision to the Athletic Council. The following is a report to
the Athletic Council on the findings of the subcommittee.
Allegations and reputtals of incidents since 1968 have been
investigated. The following individuals were interviewed
either in sessions of the subcommittee or by members of this
committee individually.
Tow Diehn, Trainer
Mr. Willock, Assistant Trainer
Dr. Greenblatt, Team Physician
Coach Rudy Feldman
Coach Walt Klinker
Mr. Bob Winkler, team member
Mr. John Urban, team member
Mr. Tod Klein, team member
Mr. Mike Kubowiz, team member
Mr. Segears, team member
Mr. Bob Gracey, team member
Mr. Don Silver1 team member

* *

*

Incidents in Question:
DON SILVER, 9/25/68, wound above eye, nine sutures.
The claim was made that coach Walt Klinker hit him
repeatedly on the helmet causing injury. This claim was made
by assi~:~b:mt trailli::X. The incident w-;aa confirmed by :Mr·•.Silv-er
in conversation with Matt Cohen.
Addendum: Silver also suffered chin cut requiring five
sutures in his freshman year, 9/18/67, under a different
coaching staff. He also suffered facial cut requiring five
sutures on 8/28/71. Coach Klinker again was not his coach at
this time.
JAMES MAK!, 3/30/71, four sutures on jaw.
The trainer claims Mr. Maki was hit by coach Klinker. The
mother wrote to the athletic department claiming that her
son was hit by the coach.
We have obtained a copy of a letter from Feldman to
McDavid which states the problem and the coaches
viewpoint, also an unsolicited letter from Maki to coach
Klinker and from Feldman to Mald. Copies of these letters
are enclosed in this report.
BOB WINKLER, 10/26/71, nose broken in scrimmage session.
The trainer and team physician claim that Winkler, shortly
after the injury, made the statement that he was kicked by
coach Klinker.
The coach says that the nose was broken in a one-on-one
session and that Winkler did not realize the injury until later.
That no kicking occurred.
The trainers did not see the . incident according to a
conversation with T. Baker, but the Assistant Trainer claims
that it followed an incident in which Klinker kicked Bob
Gracey in the neck. There was no injury in the Gracey
incident.
The coaches claim that Gracey was not actually kicked-he
was "dogging it" and the coach embarrassed him
considerably and finally "lifted his head with his foot" and
Gracey took himself out of practice in complete frustration.
"He was very angry either with himself or the coach or
both-an effect that was the desired outcome'' according to
the coach.
Subsequently the Assistant Trainers told Dr. Fashing and
Matt Cohen that they saw Gracey and Winkler kicked.
Winkle1 told the committee that he doesn't feel that he
was mistreated by any coach and would not make a comment
9.bout whether he was kicked or not kicked. He subsequently
was quoted by the news medium as having not been kicked
by the coach.
This episode along with the :Maki epidosde are the only
ones that have not already been brought to the attention of
the Athletic Council.
There appears to be alternative view points among the
players as to the question of physical abuse. In conversation
with Matt Cohen, Mr. Gracey and Mr. Silver reportedly were
of the opinion that at,iion by the coach was unnecessary. In a
discussion with the entire subcommittee, Mr. Winkler, Mr.
Klein, Mr. Kubowiz and Mr. Urban were emphatic in their
praise for coach Klinker. They expressed a feeling that
Klinker was an excellent coach and did not mistreat his team
members.

Other incidents rep01;ted by the trainer to the
subcommittee are listed below. These incidents have c<
previously been reviewed by the Athletic Council by the
request of the trainer. The subcommittee feels compelled to
report these incidents once again but is of the opinion that
they involve medical policy and not physical abuse of team
members by coaches.
BRAD BRAMER, 1968, during freshman year at UNM.
According to the trainer Bramer had a postive strep
infection which was confirmed by the Student Health Lab.
The trainer and team physician gave a, "don't play" ruling.
The team took Bramer on the trip and he did play in the
game.
According to the coaching staff Bramer was a special case.
He has Hodgkins disease. His family assigned a physician i.n
town to take care of him during his time in Albuquerque.
The physician gave Bramer a check up at the time in question
and gave his 0 .K. for Bramer to play after tests were run at
Presbyterian Hospital. Playing in the game did not have any
apparent affect on Mr. Bramer's health.
This occurred before the Medical Policy of the Athletic
Department was prepared. The subsequent Medical Policy
states that the player must have the team physician or
Medical Advisory Committee O.K. for outside consultations.
SAMSCARBER
Scarber had a wrist injury during a game. The trainer states
that he wanted the wrist x-rayed but the coach would not
allow this.
The coach says he was upset because the trainer and team
physician would not make a decision as to whether to x-ray
the wrist until after half time of the game. When they did
make the decision it was time to start the second half. The
x-ray could have been done before the second half started.
The coach admitted that he did make a hasty and poor
decision to not allow x-rays at that time.
The wrist was not broken but may have been sprained.
ED SEGEARS, 1968.
Mr. Segears suffered a tom ligament. The trainer claims
that the knee was injured and the boy should not have been
sent back into scrimmage. He then suffered a second injury
to knee.
The coach (confirmed by the trai11er) claims the trainer did
not look at the knee until after the injury occurred and there
was no way of knowing of an "initial injury" if there was
one. (The coach says .they have never overruled the trainer
when he has made a decision to take man out of contact.)
Although these final three incidents do not directly affect
the subcommittee on physical abuse, we feel that they ·may
have been responsible for the medical policy accepted by the
Athletic Council. It would appear from side issues uncovered
by our committee that this medical policy is inadequate
either in its substance or in the way it has been augmented.
The subcommittee suggest that this medical policy be
investigated as to content as well as any implications it might
suggest with the players well being as the prime
consideration.
REPORT ISSUED 3/18/72

*

* *
May 24,1971
Pete McDavid, Athletic Director
Rudy Feldman, Head Football Coach
Mrs. Maki-Gomplaint
After being notified relative to Mrs. Maki's complaint
concerning the treatment of her son Jim by one of our
coaches, I discussed the incident separately with both Jim
and the coach involved. The coach did not feel he struck the
player. However, he did say that he "shook him for the
purpose of motivation."
Jim Maki gave up football during the first week of practice
this spring. I talked to him at that time to determine the
reasoning of this decision. He stated that he considered
quitting football in the fall but thought he would "give it a
try hi the spring." He expressed that he had no ill feeling
toward any of the coaches, but his heart was not in football
and wished us the best.
After h~aring of Mrs. Maki's complaint, I contacted Jim
and asked him to review with our athletic director his reasons
for giving up football. His reasoning had not changed. We did
quiz him at that time about the incident that prompted his
mother to call. It was his feeling that he was struck, however,
he· did not feel it was malicious and stated that he was
"dogging it.H
Following this explanation I was out of the city for about
ten days. Shortly after my return Mrs. Maki called and I was
asked to speak with her. She insisted that something must be
done about the incident and that violent aggressive action on
(Please tum to page 2)
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the part of coaches not be tolerated. I told hel;' that I aw:eed
with the latter statement and that we havl:l a policy to that
effect. In addition, I explained that we would have to have
the cof;l.ch involved contact Jim and apologize relative to the
incident. This seemed to appease Mrs. Maki.
The coach has apologized to Jim as a matter of courtesy
and I have written Mrs. Maki a letter relative to my feelings
about the incident. Hopefully Mrs. Maki was satisfied by the
apology for we have not heard from her.

* * *

To: Pete McDavid, Athletic Director
May 24, 1971
We have a well understood poiicy on our staff relative to
striking players. The boy felt he was hit; the coach denies
striking him. Obviously Jim sustained a cut during practice.
He was also "shook" and embarrassed as a result of
jnadequate effort. All of this served as a reason to give
his •.• mother for quitting-which he may have wanted to do
anyway.
Rudy Feldman
UNM Athletic Council Statement of Responsibility
1. lt is the policy of the University of New Mexico that
student-athletes be provided the opportunity to progress
tOw!\l'd a degree of their choice and the opportunity to
develop athletic abilities in an environment consistent with
high standards of scholarship, sportsmanship, and human
dignity.
2. Student athletes, members of the coaching, medical and
administrative staff of the athletic department are expected
to manifest good sportsmanship in their contacts with team
members, officiais, representaLives of other universities, and
the general public. Their conduct should reflect the honor
and dignity of fair play and the generally recognized high
ethical standards traditionally associated with wholesome
competitive sports.
3, The staff of the Athletic Department shall adhere to
the rules, regulations and policies of the NCAA, WAC and the
University of New Mexico. They will refrain from using any
demonstrative teaching, motivating, or disciplinary
techniques which would be in violation of paragraph 6(a)(iii),
p. 18C, of the UNM Faculty Handbook.
4. Complaints of violation of paragraphs 1 through 3
should be brought to the Athletic Director. Such complaints
and the corrective action taken to resolve them will be
reported by the Athletic Director at the next regularly
scheduled executive session of the Athletic Council. At the
r':!quest of either the Athletic Director, a student athlete, or
staff member, the Athletic Council in accordance with
university regulations concerning due process, will consider
evidence of such violations, make a decision regarding its
credibility, and shall recommend appropriate action to the
Athletic Director and the University President.
5. The Athletic Director and his staff are expectE!d to
develop and use regularly a systematic method of evaluating
the teaching competence and ethical behavior of coaches and
staff and their ability to develop and maintain healthy
interpersonal. relationships with student athletes and staff in
their programs. The Athletic Director will :report the results
of these evaluations regularly to the Athletic Council.
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Dr. Pepper is the friendly withhold comment on the
pepper•upper.
Albuq,uerque News, •. having
fop the top of a can of :;Joda heard rumors· that this publication
pop and let it sit on your kitchen is up for sale ..
·idrik 'for 48 hours, Wait until the
Edited by the same d1,1de who
day afte:r tomorrow, .• then edits the Daily Lobo, a newspaper
drink it!
called Out Of The Desert is a
The timeworn argument of the non-objective look at Jewish
journalistic profession-pitting opinion. Then, of course, there's
against each other the virtues of the Old Town Gazette.
objectivity and interpretation-is
Addressing the subject of the
as stale as the above proposal. It'J> alternative press, George Novak
al~ absurd.
. . ...
_ _ _ __ _ writes in The Militant {itself, an
"ALL THE NEWS THAT'S FIT alternative) that "even the more.
TO PRINT" is an apt slogan. It radical papers come to depend
· suggests the selectivity of the :(~lew upon advertisers, either through
Yor~ Times., • and the press, in sex-ads (most with a male
general. Because ~meone must chauvinist twist) or those of the
decide what is •'fit," the q11estion commercial record companies.
is not "objectivity versus Concert Hall Publications, an
i n t e r p r e t a t ion ' ' b u t offshoot of the Underground
INTERJ>RETATION versus . Press Service, was placing nearly
interpretation.
$40,000 a month in advertising
For some time, the so-called insertions in underground papers
«underground." or "Alternative" by the summer of 1969."
press has deemed itself as censurer
The commercialization of the
of the so-called "Establishment" establishment news media is often
press, Locally, weekly criticisms sighted by the underground press.
havEl been carried in such However, the "records" indicate
1ow·budget publications as The (pun intended) that few
New Mexico Independent and the alternative publications find an
:recently defunct Hnrd Times.
a! t e r n n t i v e t o a good
Ws time J;o put the shoe on the money· making proposition .. ,and
other foot, • , or, the Dr. Pepper this, in it.!;elf, is a criticism of the
in the other hand. For a change, I;O•called "Alternative."
let's examine this new medium of
*
communication that presents an
The press was not seen in large
alternative interpretation of the numbers when the socialist
news.
presidential candidate Linda
At the Living Batch bookstore, Jenness spoke at the UNM Kiva,
I .recently purchased a random AprU 26. However, three reporters
samplingofundergrotlndmaterial. for the Daily Lobo were
Of the nine newspapers and one there ••• including two
magazine (Ramparts) that I columnists: Tlm Hunter and
selected, four were published in myself.
Albuquerque, two in New York
Hunter taped the entirety of
and one each in Seattle, San Ms. Jenness' presentation ..• an
Francisco, Berkeley and Chicago. effort that was not eVident by the
Of the ten, eight were mainly column he wrote last Friday ("Ex
socio-political in content, one was Cathedra").
:religious and one was commercial.
Although suggesting that his
Of the eight socio·political vilification was inspired by the
p u b li cations , seven were candidate's speech, my colleague
predominantly left-wing.
mentioned the woman only once.
Of mY selection, only th!:ee He refused to debate h<>r on the
(Ramparts, The Militant, The New issues • , • while hacking away at
Mexico Independent) projected his dull analysis of ..• what he
"prof!lssional" page makeup and called-" socialism." Making
style. This does not condemn the unfounded remarks that had
other publications ••• but nothing to do with Jenness'
underlines financial problems. In platform, Hunter referred to
some cases, the unorthodox socialism as "anti.Semlte," and
design is an indication of inspired by "greed, envy and
nonconformacy ih techniques and hatred."
ideas.
He went on to wrioo, "For me,
Writing style in alternative socialism is framed by the
newspapers ranges from excellent memory of the first socialists I
to abominable. In a recent issue of ever knew, growing up in
the San Francisco Good Times, Hollywood. Most of them were
this was the "lead" paragraph to liars, hypocrites or cheats, or all
one artiole;
of these things."
''On Saturday evening, April 8,
A few blocks east of the
Vice-President Spiro T, Agnew is intersection of Hollywood Blvd,
coming to Palo Alto. To many and Western Ave. is the L.A.
people, Spiro Agnew is a joke, a suburb called Glendale, where I
bumbling clown. That Agnew is grew up. Contrasting Hunter's
crude is undeniable. But he must experience, Hollywood was the
be taken seriously.''
place where I first met capitalists.
Have you ever been to
The above, however, is not my
primary criticism of the G r au m a n' s Chinese
alternative press. After all, a Theater ••• and spent nine dollars
masterly control of the English to see a :movie? Have you ever
language is not necessarily a paid $1.50 for a glass of beer at
prerequisite for communication of the Whiskey·a-Go•Go, or PJ's, or
ideas. The "idea" is the The Hungr•• Tiger? Have you ever
prerequisite.
been to the Playboy Club on
The underground publications Sunset Strip ••• or paid $1.50 for
(not all, but many) are without a _road :map to the movie stars'
so I u t. ions. Anarchistic by homes? If not, you have never
inclination, they prefer to escape been to Hollywood.
from the dominant social
The place is swarming with the
reality .•• rather than come to . liars, cheats and hypocrites that
grips with it in a serious and Hunter knows so well. It's a
sustained way.
mecca for conmen .•• and their
They of:fer their reader$hip politics ain't socialism!
whatever is "in" at tile
I would not refute Tim
moment , •• and, when the vogue Hunter's right to disagree with
becomes a stale Dr, Pepper, the Linda Jenness and the Socialist
underground. press will pour it Worke.rs Party. However. Hunter's
down the dram.
column would have made more
In Alb.uquerque, . the Seer's sense if he had ctiticized the
Catalogue 1s a non-profit venture socialist candidate on her
that solicits donations and views ••• not his.
volunteer help. The paper serves a
* *
need in. the community but,
N EXT TUESDAY ' S
without money, how long can it OPINIONATED SUBJECT: "The
last?
.
Soviet Press"
The New Mexico Independent
is a sounding-board for the
Democratic Part-y ... nothing
more artd nothing Jess. In his
column of April14, publisher and
editor Mark Acuff accuses the
Republicans of "encouraging
radical Chicano movements like
La Raza Unida in Texas." lie
suggests the Republican motive is
to "siphon off votes that would
otherwise go to the Democrats.''
For the time being, we'll
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MG MIDGET
It's a lot of sports car for a little price.
These days you don't have to look
very far to find a small, economical car.
But to find one that's economical
and a pure-bred, SCCA-wlnning
sports ear-well, that leaves you a
choice of about one.
~v1C t.Aidgct.
Just the right size for you, your
friend and enough gear to see you
through a weekend.
You'll discoverthatthe real
meaning of "sports motoring" has
nothing to do wtth %-mile strips at
abandoned airports.
It has to do with roads that take
to the hills where the scenery and
fresh air are. lioads that turn ond twist
and meander down the other side,
faithful to the contours of nature.
That·~ where terms like rack~and·
pinion steering, front disc brakes,
race-seasoned suspension and a
clost:Hatio 4-speed gearbox, start
making sense to the uNinitiated.
And you'll wonder how you

*
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ever drove without full sports car
Instrumentation: an electric tachometer,
separate gauges for oil pressure,
water temperature and fuel level.
There's ever1 a trip odometer.
MG Midget sports other standards
like a 1275 c.c. overhead valve
engine, mag-style wheels, radial-ply
tires, leather steering wheel cover,
reclining bucket seats, full carpeting
and three-blade windshield wipers.
What do you pay for this small
economical sports car? Of all the
proven winners now in national SCCA
sports car racing, it's the one with
the lowest price tag.
A little for a lo! of sports car.
For the name of your nearest
/l.us!in MG dealer and for information
about overseas delivery, dial (800)
631-1972.1n New Jersey dial (BoO)
962·2803. Calle aro tolf"frce.

MG. The sports ear America loved fltat,
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In Minnesota, a youth was
Representative Paul N. given an intermediate 20·year
McCloskey of California, who maximum sentence for the
dropped out of his contest with possession of 1/2800 o£ an ounce
President Nixon in the Republican of marijuana; police had to.
presidential race, is J>cheduled to vacuum the lining of his jacket to
speak in the Union Ballroom, May get it.
5 at 11 a.m. McCloskey ha& been
constantly opposed to Nixon's
· · ·war-p!ilicy--un• the· fl-.o.-...:.<r:l'-t-t.e---------· -------- ·····----···-····---- . ----------------House of RepreseQtatives,
From the lat~~;-P-~e-si,_d_e_n-ti_a_l~--·- __
CQstello
MacKen~ie
Stop by the Joyce Costello for Commission on Marijuana:
State
&mate Club table in the 24,000,000 Americans have used
Amistad is sponsoring a poetry
marijuana, abol.\t 15 p!!r cent of
reading by Gordene Ol~a Union for more information on the population.
t)le
Joyce
Costello
For
State
MacKenzie on May 2 at 7 p.m. m
old O~tega Hall, Bandelier East Senate Club 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
May 1 to,May 5.
Lounge.
~om the Rolling Stone; March
16, 1972:
John Finlator, former deputy
director of the Bureau of
Narcotics and . Dangerous Drugs,
now says he believes that all laWll
against the use of marijuana
should be repealed.
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Padded shoulders and
Waist strap, Reg: $27.99
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The FBI reports that 26 per
cent of the persons atrested for
marijuana violation in 1970 were
under the age of 18, and 62 per
cent were under the age of 21;
marijuana arrests accounted for
45 per cent of all "narcotic" drug
law arrests in the United States.
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Watts What in Stereo System Buying

By RANDY SITTON
First, it was hamburgers, then it
was bead shops. The current rage
is for everyone to open up a
stereo shop. They're springing up
like dandelions.
·Not being one to let an
opportunity of this magnitude to
slip by, I bid "adios" to my
compatriots at the Daily Lobo,
and trudged off into the sunset in
search of a quality stereo system
cheap enough to those of us on a
very limited budget.
The purpose of tnis survey was
to discover what a person could
buy in a stereo component system
for $400 or less. It would have
included specifications, price,
availabllity, and popularity, Sort
of reminiscent of the celebrated
Grant Harvey hamburger and
pizza surveys in the now defunct
Hard Times.
But as I sit here with a
three-inch stack of information in
front o£ me, I've come to the
realization that n lot of you
probably wouldn't know the
advantages of a receiver with four
IF stages instead of two, or why a
crossover network of 6000 Hertz
isn't as good as one of
4000·12,000 Hertz, or even what
a Hertz is. You might not even be
interestl;!d,
So I'm chucking out the
window what I've been planning
on doing, and offering you instead
my own humble ideas on what a
stereo system should be, and tips
on how to nhop for them.
I've purposly left out tape
decks (cassettes, cartridge-type$,
and reel·to·reel) because, really,
they are extraneous, and the
upper limit of $400 prohibits
them. They're nice, bul;' not
necessaty. Because most of us
rarely see $400 anyway, I'm
limiting this survey to a turntable,
AM·FM stereo receiver, and
speakers,
The first item one should shop
for is 11 pair of good speakers. I
cannot emphasize that, either,
teL's face it-if you have a $500

receiver and a $200 turntable and
a $75 pair of speakers, your music
is gonna sound like $7 5.
If you splurge on anything,
splurge on a good pair of speakers.
You don't need to spend over
$200 for them, either, although
the best ones I've heard run
something like $1100, But spend
as much as you can, because you
won't regret it.
Anyone shopping for speakers
will compare how they sound, but
her!'! are some basic rules to
compare them by.
First, compare them at the
same loudness level. Some
speakers blare at the same volume
that others whisper in and those
thut v,-i!! ju~t naturally sound
better, regardless of basic quality.
Second, the speakers should be
side by side so that you only hear
the differences between the
speakers themselves, and not a
combination of speaker and room
displacement differences.
Speakers with widly separate
placements in a showroom, such
as one on the floor and the other
on the top shelf in the corner,
cannot be meaningfully
compared.
(Unfortunately, this was the
case In every· showroom I was in.
They all had shelves and shelves of
all sorts of speakers, and they
were all at opposite ends of the
room.)
Thirdly, if you rapidly switch
from speaker to speaker during a
song you're even vaguely familiar
with, it helps. You will notice a
probable change in the highs and
lows of the music, as well as
overall smoothness a11d clarity.
Lastly, remember that bigger is
not always better. I've known
some audiophiles who insist on
getting the biggest speakers they
could afford, regardless of quality.
Personully, . I've heard speakers
that could fit on a bookshelf that
were clearly better than speakers
one perso!l. could bn.refy lift.
There are many,' many different
speakers available to us poor

students on a limited budg(!t. And
they're excellent ones. KLH;
Jensen, Advent, Sansui, and
A't.ec-Lansing are a few names to
look for.
Speakers will be your most
important investment in stereo
equipment. Just listen and
compare. Pick what you think are
the ones that sound best to you,
Now, with your new speake~s
tucked safely away somewhere,
we proceed to the somewhat
delicate comparison of receivers. I
say delicate becaU$e you can't
really tell the quality of a receiver
just be listening.
To avoid possible confusion, a
few definitions are needed. Art
atnplificr is, simply, what makes
the music loud. A tuner ,is a radio
(usually AM and FM stereo)
without the amplifier. You need
an amplifier with a tuner in order
to hear it.
A receiver, though, is both a
tuner and an amplifier. Only the
most critically astute stereophiles
would want separate units, .so
we'll concern ourselves with
receivers.
There's really not much I can
say about receivers without
getting too technical. Most of
them have just about everything a
person needs, like tape and phono
inputs, loudness contours, and so
on.
The two things you should, look
for most are power ratings and
sigrtal·to·noise ratios. If you look
around, you will probably notice
obscene little tags on some
receivers that say "60 watts" or
"90 watts." Beware of these
tricky things.
I£ you seen one of those
loathsome tags, ask the person
helping you what the continuous,
or RMS power is. It the tag says
"90 watts," that means 45 watts
per channel. Which is actually
about 35 watts of continuous
power to each speaker, which ls
loud enough for anybody with
normal hearing. A demonstration
of how loud 20 or 30 watts

actually is will help you decide on needle into electrical impulses and
bow much power you need.
'Send them along to the receiver
The signal·to·noise ratio in your for amplification. There are two
receiver concerns itself with the types-magnetic and ceramic. By
tuner part. It tells you how well all means, the magnetic cartridge
your receiver will pull in a radio is best, Absolutely.
station. Look for :.-. ratio of over
They range in price from about
50 decibles (db's). Although you $11 to around $80. For average
probably wouldn't be able to tell use, settle for one in the $3G
the difference between one of 40 range.
db's and one of 55 db's in the
The only decent brand names I
store, you could when trying to know of are Shure and Pickering.
tune in Del Rio on a stormy night Both are excellent, and both have
from your living room.
cartridges in your price range.
There are a lot ,of, different
When you finally get all your
brand names, most of which are new stereo equipment home and
quite good. Kenwood, they say, start trying to book it all up,
has been the most popular for the don't get discouraged. That maze
last few year;;. Others to look for of wires an!;~ plugs means
are Sansui, Pioneer, Scott, something. Each wire, each plug
McKintosh, and Harmon-Kardon. ha$ a function. Get an EE major
When somebody .says over to show you where
"turntable" to me, my mind everything plugs in. Then
automaticaiJy thinks of Garrard. memorize each knob, handle,
Garrard has been the world leader switch and dial on your new gear.
in turntables for the last 50 years. Invite your patents over. Amaze
These days, however, they are your friends. Put on some oldies
getting some stiff' competition and trip down Memory Lane.
from companies like Dual and
And think about some
Elac/Miracord. In choosing a insurance. Rip-offs are
turntable for yourself, you'te incre~ingl~ common.
going to have a rough time.
Virtually all good turntables
have the cuing devices and
New Mexico
anti-skate mechanisms necessary
DAILY
LOBO
to avoid needless record wear.
And virtually all have the
Vol. 75
No. 13"8
hysteresis-synchronous motor,
Box 20, University P.O., uNM;
wb ich keeps the platter at a
Albuquerque, N.M 87106
constant speed regardless of
Editorial Phone (505} 277·
voltage variations.
4102, 277·4202;
The best advice I could give
Advertising 277·4002
you concerning turntables is to
The DaUy New Mexico Lobo is
pick whatever tickles your fancy.
published Monday through Friday
I don't think you can go wrong
every regular week of the t!nivetwith 90 per cent of them.
sity year by the .Board of Student
Publications of the University of
OM thing you should know,
New Mexico, and is not financially
however, is that the base, dust
associated with UNM, Seeond class
cover, and cartridge are usually
postage paid at Albuqerque, New
extra. Bases run $15 to $20, and
Mexico 87106. Subscription rate is
$7 for tlie academic year.
dust covers run $5 to $8. The dust
The opinions expressed on the
covers are worth it.
cditt>rlal pages <>f The DaUy Lobo
For those who don't know, the
are those of the author solely. Un·
cartridge is the little thing Otl the
signed oplliian is that of the edi·
torial board of The DaUy Lobo.
end of the tonearm that houses
Nothing prlnted in The' Daily Lobo
the needle. Its £unctio11 is to
necessarl!y reptesents the views of
transform the vibrations of the
the University Of New Mexico.
•
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Support Bangladesh
Ubu

Ubu, the King, a theater of the
absurd play, will be presented by
the English Department May 4-6,
8:30 p.m. in the Bandelier Ea$t
Lounge. Tickets are 75 cents with
I. D. at the door.

Poetry
Gary Brower of the Dept. of
Modern Languages will give a
poetry reading of lils own work
May 2, at 8 p.m. in the third floor
lounge of Ortega Hall.

GSA
The year's final meeting of the
..Jradunte Student Association will
be held tonight nt 7:30 p.m. in
the, Union coffeehouse.

Women's Center
The Women's Coordinating
Center wUl $ponsor a brief play
and partel discussion of. the
subject of abort~on May ~ a~ 8 :0.0
p.m. in the Kiva. AdiJUsston IS
free.

Dear Bugle:
"Something strange has hap·

pcned. An unusual recording by
a relatively unknown artist has
made it big on Top 40 radio. I am
referring to "American Pic" by
Don McLean.
Now that's not really the
strange part. What is strange is
that many supposedly aware
people have condemned the
record as being top 40 shit!
l object!
I would ask these dilletantes,
some of whom have indignantly
and pedantically complained to a
WZMF morning jockey about his
playing the record, to listen with
awareness and sensitivity to the
whole recording.
Let McLean speak of the day
"Music" died. The "Music" of
another age. An age when it was
so very good and easy not to have
to think too deeply. Yesterday.
when your troubles seemed far
away. Allow McLean to outline
for you as no hifltory teacher ever
has, the events that brought us
where we are today ... the demise
of Elvis, the incredible influence
of the Beatles, the nssusination of
President Kennedy, the Demo·
cratic convention of 1968. the
passing of Janis Joplin and all
that meant, the inauguration of
President Nixon, and the moon

After that first big step, listen
to McLean's "American Pie"
album! McLean shows himself to
be not only a wonderful musician
but an intensely beautiful poet.
One cut, "Vincent:• says all
there is to know about the genius
that was Vincent Van Gogh. Mind
you, Don McLean docs not write
song lyrics but poetry. McLean's
'story' of Van Gogh's struggle with
himself and with an 'audience'
which was not yet ready to even
tolerate hirn fills the listener with
rage and pity,
I find very, very little of any
real value in the wide world of
art. Don McLean is an exception.
In the midst of n thousand heroic
attempts, McLean has made it.
Not since Dylan have I been so
excited about a poet·musieian.
Please listen to him!"
David P. Ziglin

Rt. 1, Dox 375

Muftwanago. Wisconsin

flights ... to mention just a few.
On United Artists Uecords & Tapes
j

1 ____,.
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Sun Devil Hitters. Pitchers Swamp UNM

Daily Lobo Review

Garcia Solo A Trip
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A few years late, perhaps, but "Hair" is
finally making its way to Albuquerque. The
musical that shocked Broadway may seem
.tame today when compru:ed to its offspring,
but it still packs them in dozenE; of shows
all over the world. The performances here

Hair

.

41

.• I

will be at Civic Auditorium May 7, 8, and 9
at 8 p.m., plus a matinee (so you can take
the kiddies) Sun~y, May 7, at 3 p.m.
Ti.ckets are $5.50-$8.50, available at
Reidlings (downtown) and Rhodes
department store.

Christian Magician Tricks, Predicts
Kole Chops Mediums, Prophets, Wife (in half)
By SAM DUBOIS
Andre Kole, the illusionist
presented by the Campus Crusade
for Christ, had a ballroom-full of
people to entertain, and he did it.
What they saw was, of course,
"impossible"; but if it were
possible, it would've happened
just that way." Why, the crowd
barely thinned out when he had a
short intermission to allow those
who bad come for the magic to
escape the message without
embarrassment.
With two speakers thumping
out popular, "easy-listening"-type
music, his illusions and his
presentation compelled attention
as well as a color television.
He didn't stop with the
guillotine; he went on to chop his
wife, Aljeana, clean in half, and,
just as puzzingly, in thirds,
re-assembling her just as pretty, of
course, as before.
Kole then gave a short history
of recent attempts to contact the
l!pirit world, which amounted to a
list of hoaxes, including the Fox
sisters, w}lo started out by
bouncing an apple on a string
against the attic floor to produce
spirit raps and "terrify their
mother," and ended up producing
the ghostly responses by "popping
the joint of their big toes,"using

f.
'

$

The Economics of
The Cold War
by Rober\Smlth
At your bookstore or
Hudson Rand Press

$

111 Orchard Street

Monroe, New York 10950

.

the floor as a resonating board.
Exposes
With the crusading spirit
probably typic?.! nf !""!'gif'i•>n«,
since the time of Houdini, Kole
exposed Arthur Ford (Bishop
Pike's man, who convinced him
that he co••ld communicate with
the Bishop's son) and the Jean
Dixon-type prophets, who he said
subscribed to "a prediction
service," which gathered
information for their "educated
guesses." He gave examples of the
$ results of "keeping track of their
misses, as well as their successes."
When asked after the show
what his opinion was of astrology,
tarot; cards, and the I Ching, Kale
said, "I don't think much of
them." He said that they were
$ only an attempt to "make a

tbe bribal patb
Plans and Arranges
Beautiful Weddings
Proper planning saves money, time and worry.
We also offer the Southwest's finest selection of
WEDDING INVITATIONS,
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND OTHER
BRIDAL STATIONERY NEEDS ..• and
help you chopse correct form and wording.

religion" to replace the lack of
religion.
Kole was full of tricks, ranging
f>'nm '""!:lding with his fingertips
while blindfolded, to a finale,
throwing flame from those same
fingertips, but he was just as full
of ideas. After the intermission,
M launched into his well-polished
and amusing spiel. Most of the
audience had remained, including
both the amused outsiders attd the
intent youths who had so
seriously bent over their
pamphlets and paperback,
modern-English bibles, and they
all listened. Once again after the
show, Kole said that "between
1000 and 2000 a week" were
converted to Christianity as a
result of the efforts connected
with his presentation, with an
attrition rate of only about 20 per
cent.
Convinced that ''if there was
one thing Jesus was against, it wss
religion," he advocated "a
personal relationship with
God-God is not an illusion."
The bulk of his message was an
enumeration of five of the "27
signs" of the end of the world, the
five being, an increas101 in
earthquakes, in famines, in wars,
and in "sorcery," the King James
translation of the Greek work
"pharmokopoiia/1 meaning drUgS,
and, fifth, the nationhood of
Israel.

CAJA
-----

LUNA

.2l>.O:t: C!!utrai SE
Pizza
Spaghetti

l3rocht1·'·e on request
.

r.r.r~""'

2.96-8484
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· galian Food

• FREE DELIVERY
. 242-8413

''GARCIA"
Jerry Garcia
(Warner Bros./BS 2.582)
Vp to now, mentioning a ''solo
LP" dr!ldged up visions of a dozen
star performers doing back-up
work to help sell a soloing artist,
the result being far from what one
could call a true solo effort. Only
a handful of artists have ever
attempted to record a complete
effort on their own, and those
have been with definitely mixed
results.
Some, Stevie Winwood for
example, have managed great
success in laying down all the
instrumental and vocal tracks for
two or three cuts on an album,
but other equally talented
performers, McCartney for
instanc!l, have produced nothing
but pure schmaltz. Therefore the
question is raised as to whether a
true solo record can be
constructed as to have some life,
some magic, without relying on a
host of other performers.
Driving Force
If anyone could do it, it had to
be the good ol' Grateful Dead's
guru-in-residence, Jerry Garcia.
The driving force behind the
Dead's music, here is someone
who has the musical dynamics and
technical knowledge o£ the studio
to cut an album that sounds like a
BAND, rather than a one•man
catastrophe.
"GARCIA," according to Jerry,
wss not meant to impress anyone,
but rather it was an effort on his
part to see just what it would be
like to do it all himself. Just for
grins, you might say. Whatever the
motives behind this disc, it is
definitely an impressive album,
and for several reasons.
To begin with, one is
immediately impressed with how
much influence Garcia's bead has
had on Grateful Dead music. The
basic feel of the Dead is evident
throughout the album, especially
Side One, with some superlative
country/Dead songs like "Dealer"
and "Sugaree." All who caught
the bands concert here last year
may remember those songs as
performed by our heroes; here
though it's strictly Garcia, and it's
here that the similarity is
staggering.
Medium Mastered
Garcia has mastered the
medium, it appears, as he puts the
listener on a trip that is mellow
yellow to be sure, weaving his
stunning melodies in and out of
your mind with the sureness of
one who knows exactly what he's
· doing to the collective heads of
those listening.
Side Two is Jerry's headtrip
revealed, with this side being open
to the interpretation of the
listener. The master of the
spaced·out guitar turns to
prepared piano and the numerous
knobs of the recording studio as
well as his repertoire of other
instruments to produce the
sounds of his inner space/your

Marzullo's Pifching Lone Bright Spot for Defeafed Lobos
plays, came through in the clutch.
UNM's best opportunity was in
the first.
After loading the bases in the
inning with two down, Gary
Stewart boupded o'ut to end the
threat.
Fitzgerald was 0 for 4 in the
game and whiffed three times.
However, he was not alone in that

inner space, if you care to ride the
music to the end.
Fantasy
Jerry movel; you along this
fantasy with the help of some
super-zonked meditation organ
until the listener becomes one
with the One, apd then, seemingly
knowing that the listener could be
going over the edge into that
infathomable abyss, brings things
back into focus with a beautiful
country ballad, "The Wheel,"
which ends Side Two,
"GARCIA" seems to epitomize
what is right about solo albums.
He teamed with his songwriter,
Bob Hunter, who wrote all the
lyrics, and Bill the Drummer with
the percussion, to produce a
record really worth having. It's a
visit with the master to a place
where we all want to be, and if
anyone can get you there, it
would have to be Jerry Garcia.
Dig in and get high.
By TOM LYNCH

Universal Travel
Service

Air Lines-Steamship
Tours & Groups
Member-American Society
of Travl!l Agents

2906 Central SE

255-13665

BOo·Ks
BOOKS, BOOKS
-Q- UTILE PROFESSOR
,.,

BOOKaNTER

FAIR PLAZA
LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.-Fri. I Oom·9 pm •
Sun. lpm..S pm

Sat. 10 om-5 pm
"
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New Mexico's lefthanded ace Arnie
Marzullo lets loose with a high hard one
during Friday night's game with ASU. The
Tough Luck Arnie
hard·luck Marzullo lost a heartbreaking 1·0
decision to the Sun Devils. Arnie scattered
nine hits in limiting the powerful Devils to
one tally.
performances on both sides
By GREG LALIRE
The UNM baseball team came highlighted the contest,
Craig Swan of ASU and. Arnie
close to winning .on Friday as
Arizona State edged the Lobos Marzullo of UNM both huded
1-0, but coming close only counts complete games and each allowed
nine hits, many of the infield
in things like grenade throwing.
On Saturday the Lobos may variety. However, while Swan had
have felt they were dealing with his eleventh win of the season
grenades as the Sun Devils (against one loss) to show for his
exploded in both ends of the performance, Marzullo only had
day-night twinbill. In the day another heart breaking loss.
By failing to score any runs for
game it resulted in a 13·0 ASU
win; in the night affair it resul~ed their ace on Friday, Arnie's
teammates have now totalled one
in a 10-2 Sun Devil victory.
The three victories extended unearned run for him in his last
Arizona State's winning streak to 36 innings of pitching. The
23 games, breaking the school hard-luck pitcher has a 6-5 mark
record of 21 consecutive wins. despite an earned-run average of
ASU"boats a 47-3 overall record weil under 2.00.
Lone Score
and a 12-0 mark in the Southern
. The lone run of the game came
Division of the WAC.
The frustrated Lobos slipped to in the seventh inning after
25-21 overall and to 4-8 in the Marzullo had quickly disposed of
important Southern Division the first two batters in that frame.
ASU loaded up the bases on John
standings.
Sain's single, pitcher Swan's walk
Poor Attendance
The fan tournout for the three (on four pitches), and Bump Wills
games was just as disappointing as infield hit.
Secondbaseman Ken Reed
the .Lobos' performance. Slightly
more than 1,000 people (an drove in Sain with a solid hit to
optimistic esUmate) showed up left. Arnie came back to strike out
Gary Atwell to end the inning,
for the three games.
The 477 fans who attended but the damage was done.
The Lobos threatened three
Friday night's game saw what
Coach Bob Leigh called a "great times in the contest, but Swan,
game." Outstanding defensive backed by some good fielding
plays and exceptional pitching

Repair & ;\(aintenance

•.

The Southwest Regional Child
Welfare League of America will
meet May 21-24 at the Hilton Inn.
For information, contact Mark
Romero, 1019 Tijeras NW,
243-7871.

with wedding caeuala
in
Living Color
. dial

on all foreign c.-ars
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V

Car Specl·alr's1s

333 Wvomim!:Blvd. NE

265·5901
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Ride The Bus
Exact fare
Tokens
available on campus at
American Bank of
Commerce in the S.U.B.
for information on your bus route call 842-7830
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ARE MORE CHALLENGING
TR.~ Ol,!I~RS~

It's graduation day and silver wings as an Air Force
there you stand ... diploma pilot or navigator.
in hand and future in doubt.
OTS is your chance to
You could go on to graduate break away from the crowd
school.Oryoucould look for and be recognized. For all the
ajobin today's ever,tighten... facts,mailinthecoupon.Or,
ingjobmarket.Or,youcould call800,631,1972 toll free:
put your education to work
Remember,withanAir
immediately by applying for force future, the sky's no
the Air Force's OfficerTrain, limit. *In New Jersey call80Q.962·2803.
ing School program.
rusAmroRCEREcWITIN~RViCE"-;:;;-11
Upon quall.fl·c.att'on, I oiREcroRATEoFADVERTisiNo<RsAV>
RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE
I
'
1
1
f
d
lf
b
.
I
TEXAS 78118
you in yourse egln·· I Pleoscsendmcmorclt:rormatlononAtrForccOTS. I
ning 12 weeks of specialized l N•m•
1
study designed to prepare Addreu
1
you for the challenge and I oarcot'Btrt
-~~--- · • 1
1
I City
Countv'------responsibi1itieso f ano fficers 1 state
z1p
I
commission. And, give you I DateorGrnduatlon . Scnool
I
the chance to go on to flight I
Junderst•ndth•r•l!noobllgatlon.
1
school to earn those famous L!"md ~lfin the Air Fo~:J

Chern Prof
Dr. J. Scott Altenbach has been
appointed assistant professor in
the University of New Mexico
department of biology.
Altenbach received his degrees
from Colorado State University
and has held a post·doctoral
fellowship there during the past
year.
He has been a temporary
instructor at Colorado State and a
research associate in the school's
department of .microbiology.

.remembrance-Forever

I
1

of

irrst and fourth innings but Sun
Devil double plays killed the
rallies.
·
The Lobos broke a scoreless
skein or 23 innings when they
picked up .a tally in the fourth
inning of the nightcap. However,
they were never in the constest as
ASU pounded out 14 hits and 10

i

Child Welfare

Capture

later dubious distinction. Jim
Surber also struck out three times,
as Swan racked un ten K's.
Saturday -Blanking
Jim Crawford, 10-1, also
blanked the Lobos in Saturday's
first game. Meanwhile, ASU hitter
broke loose for 13 runs on 19 hits
against four UNM pitchers. The
Lobos filled the sacks in both the

WIRE FR~MES
(tremendous selection)
Tinted Lenses
SunGlasses
Photo Grey
Lenses

~6~~~mNS
5tl Wyoming NE
255·8282
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TWNsLOW
YOUTH FARES TO
a night. No advance
Besides offering you
$352 reservations needed.
these low airfares, LONDON
Or, if you want,
TWA also offers you PARIS
$362
there's our Bed
great departure and
$341 and Breakfast
ROME
arrival flexibility.
You have a choice ATHENS
$428 Adventures.*
These are a higher
of coming or going
from almost any city FRANKFURT $370 grade of reserved
accommodations and
in the United States ZURICH/
$370 range_ in price from
or Europe.
GENEVA
$6 to $18 a day.
And to help you in
Then to help you
fares shawn are Los Angeles round trip
Europe, TWA offers The
departures.
pay for your trip,
*Service marks owned e~clusively by TWA.
Stutelpass.*
there's our free
A coupon booklet
Getaway Card.* With it, you can
that gets you a room and Contitake up to two years to pay.
I).ental breakfast in either a guestFor more information call your
house or student hotel in any of
travel agent or TWA.
50 European cities for only $4.80

~
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CLASSIFIED

Lobo Goof

ADVERTISING

RA'rES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Bulldin~~:. Room
mum ($1.4!!) per time run. U ad Ia to
206, afternoons preterably Qr maiL
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the l'll.te Ia red11ced to 6c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 2!!
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made In full prior to Insertion of advertisement

PERSONALS

1)

5)

WANTED: LEOlA Ill f Camera body,
wide angle lens. Robert Campbel), 2773736.

'

.

GfG

IMPORTANT NOTICE.· Please readWin FREE - FREE - FREE. Win
Invitation and ALL Expense Paid Trip
to Inauguration and Inaugural Bull in
Jn:nuary-Send dollar for registration to:
WASHINGTON WEEKENDS CORPORATIONS POST OFFICE BOX 876Southport, NORTH CAROLINA 28461.
4/5
LAW STUDENT, gone after May 22nd,
seeking firm commitment now for furnIshed apartment end August, alone or
with Grad Student over 25. 243-5313. 5/1
URGENT I Want to sublet my apt, for the
summer to someone dependable. Furnished, 1 bedroom shag carpet, very

- n!ee.--$l00 !1-lno:ntb. CruLDtili._266-~67l__

5/6
AGORA-For when you have a big problem or just a small one that sticks. 24
hours every day this spring. NW
corner of :Mesa VIsta. 277·3013.
tfn
BIKINIS FROM CALIF. Will mix and
match for your size. Some suits reduced 40 percent. TEEN-E-BEE-KEEN~.. 2529 Utah, NE. 'h blk. north of
menaul), 299-3911.
.
6/1
AGORA: Because sometimes just having
someone to listen helps. NW c:orner of
Mesa VIsta. 277-3013.
tfii

1) PERSONALS
TRANSIT: having a bnrd time? Drug
Counseling and Information. Call 2776342, :Mesa VIsta 1066. Sun.Thurs., 6-12
Fri. and Sat. 7•2.
7/2

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Green w:!lct. in SUB theater, keep
money, Please return !.D.'s. 296-7660.
5/3
I LOST A HISHI necklace at concert
April 23. Call David 243-6275. Reward.
6/1

SERVICES

3)

WATERBED PUMPING SERVICE-Fast
half hour - chcan, $6 - contact :Mr.
Centrifugal TODAY-256·2185.
6/6
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS: Expert custom black and white proces.~tng.
Push Processing for higher ASA's.
Photographs and artwork copied and
enlarged to f.llY size, call Stewart Lewl11,
268-9579 or come to 1715 Solano NE.
6/5
LOST OR FOUND AN ANIMAL? Call
Animal H11mane Association. 266·6623.
tfn
HOME REPAIR Television Servicing I
Service Call, $2. Portables wanted I 268·
4689.
5/4
YOUR WEDDING ceremony recorded in
stereo, $30. Call 268·6577. 6-7 p.m. 6/4
THE PIT-Foreign cars only student
rates-tune-ups, brakes, etc. 842..0623.
5/3
MCAT/DAT: Summer home study review
and tcating program for the Medical
Dental Adml!!~!lons_ Testa. For informa·
tlon write: Graduate Studies Center, 1Jox
386, New York, NY. 10011.
6/6
TYPnm. IBM Elcctl'fc. ReMonable Rat-e.
11109 Morris Pl. N.E. 296-8349, 6/12
HOROSCOPES erected and interpreted,
priced $3.00 and up. Albuquerque Aa·
tro}ogy Center, 294-5800.
• 5/2
PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH 60
COPJE8-off-set press. Special student
rate of $14.60 ($11.50 for original only).
Call 266-8761 for appofntment-Mr. Patteraon.
tfn
EUROPEAN INFORMATION. Freighters,
Bummer employment, drug nnd bitch·
hiking Jaws. $1.26. Studio Pl. 44 Mann
Ave., Muncie., Ind. 47304.
6/1
UNM GRAD STUDENT does good tuneups for $6. Includes timing, carb ad·
jtlBtment, Installation and gaUJrlng of
polntll, eondenser, and plugs. Other
work done cheap Includes Installation of
shocks (S2 eachl, waterpum)ls, and
other mundane chores that aervlce sta•
tiona rip you off for, Grant. Bo-x: 4176,
Station A, 87106.
tfn
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIRS FOR LESS.
1001 Coal SE acr01111 from JIDs.
6/1
TRAVELING? STAY OVERNIGHT
FREE 1 Stuck at home? Meet traveling
people. Exchange privileges with mem•
hers In U.S. and Canada. White: Unl·
verslty Travelers OllJ.b. Box 9147, Berk6/6
eley, OA. 94709.
PASSPORT. IMMTGRATION, IDENTI·
FICATION photo. Fast. fnexl)enl!l'te,
pleasing. Ncar UNM. Call 266-2444 or
come w 1717 Girard Blvd, NE.
.&/28
JEWELRY /ENAMELING
Instruetfon:
All techniques: studio near unlveralty;
842-8496, Pam.
trn
60 RESUME8-UNM SPECIAL. $13.60.
Al"o Locat-Natlonal·0Vet'!ICBII Employer
Submlttal11. Ralph Shaffer. Professional
RESUMES. 296-8891.
6/6
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FOR SALE

Contrary to a story in Wednesday's Lobo, graduating seniors wishing.
to participate in commencement ceremonies must wear caps and gowns,
They are still asked to give donations to the library fund, said Dave
Brands, member ()f the Art!> and Sciences Student Advi!i()ry Board.

Darling of ~ducation Resigns

FOR SALE

5)

l971 SINGER SewinG" :Macbines, $49.91j,
United Freight Sales, 3927 San Mateo
:NE.
4/24
80 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.,60• .&41
Wyomin.: NE. 256-5987,
5/2
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES, Student
discount on everything In store, Dark..
room supplies, fibn, chemicals, process•
ing, Souther11 Exposure LTD,, 2318 Central across from Yale Park.
tfn

175 KALASACKI, rebuilt engine, chopped,
$600 or best offer, 842-6402.
5/5
1970 VW SEDAN, yellow A".M·FM, great
buy, n.t $~,200. 255-6885 or 865-9449. 5/5
1969 VW. Good condition, must sell, $850
or best offer. 265-1698.
6/5
BASIC H SHAKLEE, complete line organic products, call 243-4604 afternoos.
5/5
1971 HONDA 360SL. $650, Perfect condl·
ticn, 6700 mi. 242-4012 after 4:00 p.m.
6/5

Dave Darling, chairman of the inst:ru<:tor; and one graduate
department of elementary
student are screening potential
education, has resigned as applicants for the chairmanship.
chairman. His resignation is
Darling said three candidates will
effective August 4 at which time be interviewed.
he will return to teaching math
One of the candidates is from
methods and elementary
UNM. She is Mari Luci JaramUlo,
equcation curriculum.
assistant director of the Cultural
6) EMPLOYMENT
"I resigned for two reasons,"
Awareness Center,
$65 to $95 PER WK/PART TIME. Un· Darling said. "First, I think an
Input into the selection of the
RtfsRM~fz~ l~ ~Jii~: 47~~;a as~uit;or;
~!3~~~ e:f"~~o\;nt~~.;d~~e;;!n~l~: administrator must keep in close new chairman will be made by the
Priscilla.
ComPanies are paying top money to In· contact with the academic aspects
entire C 0 E faculty, COE
divlduals with G 0 0 D handwritings
d • • tr t
d Alb
196!3 PONTIAC FmEBmD, 38,000 miles,
for "personally" addressing their envel- of college, and also to the
a m1ms a ors, an
.. uquerque
__ c~cell~: con_ditlon, $1,400, 243·1646. 6/5
opes, Fot: further Information regarding students, And 1 astly 1 an Public School officials.
..,.,-~----'---~---·----IlP-!l-nrtgm!;!_~s_w.lth
these eomp~~onles, send
..1 • • 1- t
h
-1-t
·
•
11 ...
6 S•PEED SCH.WlN".-"'
n
uac,.c.e,
gooa condl•
$2 to Advertising--ASsocTaus;-P~O.-Box---e.
....rr.J.n!S.r~~Ol'"-••
as-J>:l:e-!i-~!y._W~-!illne
_______________
.,._
_ . _
6/ 4
tlon, $60, 256·293 2·
5/6 what he is going to do in five or
LaW ·. 487, Crawfordville, Fla. 32327.
ROOM in l!·bdrm bouse, Through summer
MODELING-·Art, Fashion and photo- six years."
The UNM School of Law. is
or longer. $62/month, 256-3868.
6/5
·
1ew appo In t- .
Darling assumed his post in sponsoring a day-long seminar
graphic-247•2036 f or mterv
511
SPh~KE·u!\ SP~Lrc~as1 edU'!l~tedtru~~iglbotadsSaloesf TEACHERS
ment.
·
1967, at that time he stated he dealing with pollution and
WANTED. West, Southwest,
andsomeEasternstates.Interested,con- wanted to be chairman only for political prob_lems on the
speakers from America's largest ~tereo
~:!u!~c;f~~~~~e;. ·I~ :r:i~~~~~io~~
:;~ ~. T~~~~~~ .AS'~C:·
~:; five or six years.
·
U.S.-~exican border. Contact the
acoustic, and omni-directional models.
placing teachers, Bonded and ~ mem·
''One of the most difficult LaW Schoo 1 f 0 r further
~;~ Pj~~,gh~2 ~al~ ~; ~n!y' $~~~ ~
her of N.A.T.A.
5/5 dec:isions I've ever had to make information.
$69.96 a pair. United Freight Sales, 3927
"PERSONS OF VARIOUS OCCUPA· was to limit enrollment within the
------San Mateo NE.
tfn.
TION REGARDING N. AMERICA' and
HI'story
Awar'ds
Overseas Opportunities, up to $2,600.00 e 1 e m e n t a r Y e d u c a t i o n
SUZUKI 11!0 cc. Good condition, $96, Inq,
monthly. For comvlete information, write undergraduate program. But on
Applications for the two annual
907 Fairhaven SW.
tfn
to JOB RESEARCH. Box 1263, Sta·A,
G
f ld A
d
f
H' t
1969 HONDA 350cc-street, $450 or best
Toronto, Ont. En.c1ose $6 to cover c011t.'' the other hand, the most exciting
runs e
war s or
IS ory
offer. 255·5794. 12 :00-4 :30 p.m.
6/1
------------_.;.6~/6 thing about being chairman is majors may be picked up in the.
1968 vw-snow tires/ski rack, one owner,
FLOWERS MAKE THE DAY BEAUTI- working with the faculty, students
Students Aids Office, building
good condition-$850. 277-4241 (243- • ~!zG:~A ~~wera-good pay-118
and the Albuquerque Public Y-1. Deadline for the receipt of
1
9681 after 6:00).
5/1
h
Is It's a con t'muous process the app_lications is May 10.
c oo •
'an Artt'st
NINE YR. OLD GELDING, Morganb
•
Russl
Quarter Horse. Good pleasure horse. For
ut m working together we have
information call 856-6840, after 6 p.m.
Young Russian artist Aleksandr achieved new creative teacher
on weekdays.
5/2 Kal
· 1s
· t..•
'
- ugm
•u.vmg
a s h.ov:mg
o f h'.!s programs."
CAMPING TENT FOR VW BUS, Van, work 1'n Orteda Hall
Th
p res en tl Y ,
J
•
Station Wagon. Evel)ings, 898-2514. 6/1
~>
•
e
s e e c t1 on
exhibition will run until May 4.
committee comp<)sed of three
1966 PLYMOUTH Fury Wagon. A/T,
E COURT
COE fac_u}t_y___me_m}?~rs.•__o_~e
P/S, P/B, Air, Phone: 243-1763, 898·
4127. Eve, wkends.
6/1
1966 VW, Excellent condition. New Paint.
Mike, 842-7034, eve, 266-4660.
6/1
The Lobo urges your patronaae
1967 SAAB, Michelin Radials, good mech"Most respected person/'
anical condition, 242-1336, $650.
6/1
of our advertisers. They are
- Hop Graham
IF YOU BUY ART SUPPLIES ELSE·
sincere people who care.
WHERE, YOU'RE CRAZY I We have
Lovington Leoclcr
city's lowest prices. This ad pa}'ll your
sales tax. Art Stuf', 1824 Central. 5/2 .~:;:;;;;;;;;:;:;::;;:;::::;:;:::~~~
HAND MADE LEATHER PANTS. Cus- ~ ~"'"'"'"'"""'"'"''""'"'""'""'"'"""''
tom. $65 to $66. 282-5894,
6/5
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3

flJ:
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Students

..,....--=

'1F:~:!JI£!"" ~~,:":~ t{¢~~6}~
~- _.II
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE is In Old
Town at 109 Romero St. NW. We stfi1
have our sandals, bags, pants, jackets,
vlsore, belt pouches and more.
.&/11

""'

Makers of-Hand Made
Jnd. ian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

All

i~EW

SUPER~OG
with tomato, pickles,
mustard, onions

FINIS L. HEIDEL

FINIS L. HEIDEL
Civic ·Activiliw-:: Mombor:
New Mexh:o, American nnd
Texas Bar Assot:lntlons. Past
Commander Lovington American Legion Post: Past Presi·
dent Lovinjlton t.:hamber of
Commerce; Past President
Lovington Lions Club. Past
Vice Chairman of the Lea
County Domoc;r(ltfC Party.

FINIS L. HEIDEL
MilitarJ· Sorvic:u: A

wwn.
FINIS L. HEIDEL

Member-Secretary. New MexIco Junior Collego Board.
President New Mexi<:o Junior
College foundation.

FINIS L. HEIDEL
He has served his c:onstltu-

ents and New Mexico ably for
six consm:utive terms ns Stale
Representative. lie was ap·
pointed State Senatnr in
Decemhor. HliO.

Finis 1•. Hnklol't; lo~al training
and openmlndedrmss qunli·
fied l•lm to bo a vital Jm;mbcr
of the Judiclar.y. 'faxaHon und
Revenue Committees l.lJ!'lil his
electloli us _Represuntativo.
He ls a member of the htcliri·
ary and Public Affnirs Com-

I•'OR SALE

mllhm of tlm Scmnlo.

1968 VW BUS, Home camverlzed. Engine
work
$999.
247_
8201
11-12
noon.
_ needs
___
__
__
_1 _
_.J!.!.5

FAMOUS BRANDS

NOT AlLOWED 'I'Q.J\DVERT'ISE NAMtS

EVERYDAY

1/

/2

Name Brand Slacks
%'off
SAVE TODAY! Come Bltk Ston

New Shtpmen($ Atrtvlnft Da1l)"

• 1718 YALE SE .
on tho road to the AorPOrt.
• O.hmJ Pioneer Wo.ir, bu1ldmg marked "RETAIL"
• V"•loro Wolcomol C•ll 247 1507
fnr dtr~clinM • Ptuk l'f tt111 OMr

Factory Outlet
Page

8

COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

PRESIDENTIAL

CANDIDATES!

1. Buy a bunch of Flair pens. You need
black, brown, red, blue, yellow and or·
ana e. (You need them anyway for school.)
2. Now-color in the picture according to
these color guide numbers. (1). Black (5).
Brown (2). Red (3). Blue (7). Yellow (6). Or·
ange. Please do not color unnumbered
areas.

OPEN DAILY-SAt. 9-5 • CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTtD

• STOP -

mst~tvn

army offh:ur. Served with
Combat Engineers und in
Judge Advocate's Department.

VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE, Deluxe 1 bedroom furnished apt., Twin or
Double bede, $140 Includes utllltles-2668966,
5/1
LAW STUDENT w:tnt:l t~ joln e<.~tt\bllshed
avartment with Med, Law Grads, over
26 beginning August, or join eeareh for
Place now. 243·6313.
6/1

SAV~ up to ...

Education: Lna CountySchool!;, Georgo Washington
University, 'foxm; Tech, A.B .•
Georgetown Law School:
J.D., l.L.M.

Business H<IC:hJli'CJUnd: Lovington lawyer sinc:o lU41i. Lon
County bushwn!-l!mm. Oporator of an irrlgutec.J furm.

FOR RENT

5)

FINIS L. HEIDEL
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3. Congratulations! You have created a
genuine full color portrait of someone
you know and love. Maybe. If he or she
is not your favorite presidential candidate, have patience. You 'II see your favorite soon i11 the Flair Election Collectionl
(Don't forget to ask about Flair's running
mate, the Flair Hot.Liner.)
•

?l .:; •

Through tlw broad sc:opu of
hill political service tts a lugis·
lator. Heidel has gained an
understanding of lawmaking
that will prove invaluablf:
when 1-114 H Supr!lrrt(l CC'urt
Juslico he beconws an inltlr·
pt"nlor of low~-:.

VOTE FOR
FINIS L. HEIDEL
FOR SUPREME
COURT JUSTICE
Pd. Pol, Ad by
F. t, Heidel

•:::"": '~.?

Gillolte Company PaperMate Division @ 1972

NEW MEXICO LOBO

